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This paper deals with the main features of INFONET, a broadband integrated service 
local area network, and is basically devoted to the description of its perfonnance. For 
this purpose, analytical and simulative studies have been carried out for both 
isochronous and non-isochronous traffics. Adopted models together with the most 
significant results are discussed. 

1. Introduction. 

In a recent paper [1], the problem of handling broadband and narrowband communication 
services in a local or metropolitan environment has been solved by proposing an optical fiber 
network, which is called INFONET. 

The working principle of INFONET was conceived with the main goal of implementing a 
hybrid architecture allowing two logical arrangements in one physical structure, so that each of 
them can be selected according to the different performance requirements of two types of traffic 
sources: isochronous sources (V traffic) and non-isochronous sources (D traffic). 

The first arrangement provides synchronous transfer mode (STM) and could be expedient for 
V traffic; the second one makes available asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) which appears more 
attractive for D traffic. However, the selection of STM or A TM for different types of traffic is made 
according to cost -effectiveness on the basis of both service user and network provider needs. 

This paper copes with the dimensioning of the main parameters of INFONET and the 
evaluation of its performance under various significant test conditions. In particular, Sec. 2 deals 
with network and access protocol characteristics, while in Sec.3 guidelines for a dimensioning 
procedure are discussed. Analytical and simulative models and results are presented in Sec.4. 

2. Network characteristics and access protocois. 

INFONET [1] is based on a unidirectional bus (UB) physical structure (fig. I) and has been 
designed to cover an area of several tens of kilometers and to handle up to some hundreds nodes. 
Each node is connected to the fiberoptic communication channel by means of two active tappings 
placed on the Iow and the high channel, respectively. The most upstream node on the low channel 
is called head node. It performs bus closing functions and provides frame generation and network 
synchronization; furthennore, it is devoted to the supervision of the network operation and has the 
task of activating recovery procedures in case of detected failures. 

Work carried out at INFOCOM Dept of the University of Roma "La Sapienza" under the financial 
support of the Public Education Ministry. FUB contribution carried out in the framework of the 
agreement between Fondazione Bordoni and the Italian PT Administration. 
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Fig. 1 • INFONET topology. Fig. 2 • Frame structure. 

INFONET implements a hybrid multiplexing scheme, based on an interleaved slot frame, in 
which V and D traffics are handled in a synchronous and asynchronous way, respectively. 

In synchronous multiplexing, a fixed bandwidth is dedicated to a V call for its whole 
duration. Single, multi- and sub- slotting modes of operation are provided. A single-slot call uses 
one slot per frame, whereas more than one slot per frame is assigned to a multi-slot call. A virtual 
multiframe, composed of KS frames, has been defined to handle sub-slot calls. One or more 
subslots per multiframe can be dedicated to a subslot call. 

Asynchronous multiplexing is utilized to handle D traffic. A unique variable bandwidth 
channel is available for this type of traffic; the amount of this bandwith is given, frame by frame, . 
by the capacity unused by V traffic. 

The frame structure is shown in fig.2. Each frame is Lt bit long and is composed of the 
following fields [1]: 
- preamble (La bits): it indicates the beginning of the frame and conveys synchronization and 

alignment information; moreover, it carries the sequence number and priority information for D 
traffic; 
information: it is composed of S slots, each one Ls bits long; 
control: it is composed of S control words (CW), as many as the slots are; each control word is 
Le bits long and is utilized in access procedures; four bits are sufficient for this purpose. 

It is to be emphasized that the i-th control word (CWi), carried by the control field of the j-th 
frame, refers to the i-th slots of the U+m)-th frame, wherein m is the anticipation number which 
depends on the physical characteristics of the bus and on the frame structure. In other words, an 
anticipation of m frames exists between a CW and the slot which it refers to. Such an anticipation 
has to allow each node to read a CW before its relevant slot is emitted by the head node. This 
condition allows the definition of an access mechanism able to solve any possible contention before 
a transmission takes place. 

In both synchronous and asynchronous modes of operation, the access protocol is 
characterized by two main features: i) it is fully decentralized and ii) an anticipation of m frames 
takes place between a protocol action on a CW and the slot which this action refers to. In order to 
give basic elements about models adopted in performance study, access mechanisms for the V and 
D traffics will be now briefly described; more details are given in [1]. 

The access procedure for the V traffic concerns the reservation and the release of the capacity 
required for a V call allocation. In both phases, the access procedure is based on suitable 
modifications, operated on the low channel, of the first three bits (b1,b2,b3) in CWs associated to 
the slots to be engaged or released. These actions have to be repeated over m consecutive frames. 

In case of sub-slotting mode of operation, some additional actions have to be performed by a 
node if tl}e number of available subslots is less than the required one. In fact, in addition to the 
reservation of the free subslots, a node has to create other subslots "by opening" a free slot. In the 
release phase, a node releases all the engaged subslots and, if all the other homologous subslots are 
free, it has also "to close" the slot in order to terminate its utilization for sub-slotting. 

The access procedure for the D traffic is based on a booking right passing scheme. At a given 
time, only one booking right exists in the network and either it can be held by a node or it circulates 
on the bus. In the last case the booking right is carried by the bit b4 of a control word. 

A node gains the right to reserve the amount of slots required for packet transmission when 
detects a CW with the bit b4 set to 1. Afterwards, it starts searching for the required number of free 
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slots by checking the CWs on the high channel. At the end of the reservation phase, the node 
regenerates the slot booking right by setting to 1 the bit b4 of the frrst CW following the one 
relevant to last booked slot. Packet transmissions will take place on the low channel. It is worth 
noting that, according to the number of slots to be booked and the value of m, a packet 
transmission can start while the reservation phase is still in progress. 

As for the overhead of the booking right passing scheme, it is to be noted that, when the 
booking right is transferred between nodes k and k+ 1 (1 ~ k ~ N-1; the adopted numbering of 
nodes is shown in fig. 1), no waste of bandwidth occurs. On the contrary, some slots can not be 
utilized when the booking right passes from the head node to the node 1. In fact, if the head node 
receives the booking right on the high channel within the frame j, even if it is immediately released, 
the booking right will be carried in the frame j+m. Meanwhile mS control words will have been 
issued without any possibility of using them to reserve the relevant slots. 

It is worth noting that this capacity is lost in precise instants, i.e. whenever the booking right 
has to be transferred from the head node to the node 1. For this reason, a specialized protocol can 
be defined in order to utilize this capacity for carrying special classes of data (signalling, 
supervision messages, etc.). 

An access scheme which takes into account various packet priority requirements has been 
also developed. Such a scheme maintains a fully decetralized operation and assures a complete 
fairness among nodes with the same priority level. Details on this scheme are given in [2]. 

3. Dimensioning of network parameters. 

Parameters which are basically taken into account as input data for dimensioning purposes 
are: the number N of network nodes, the length of the physical medium and the set of natural bit 
rates of isochronous teleseivices whose minimum and maximum values are denoted by F omin and 
F omax (bit/s), respectively. On the basis of performance criteria, suitable values for the length Ls 
(bit) of a slot, the capacity Cs (bit/s) of a slot used with a base-frame period, the channel capacity Fe 
(bit/s) and the anticipation number m have to be evaluated. In the following, the main guidelines of 
the dimensioning procedure are presented; however, since the numerical values of the output data 
are strictly depending on input ones, they have to be considered by way of example only. 

The length Ls of a slot can be fixed by a tradeoff between static frame efficiency and slot 
filling delay considerations. Let: p the static utilization factor of the available bandwidth, i.e. the 
ratio SLslLt between the useful bits and the whole length of a frame; Dfmax the maximum slot filling 
delay, i.e. the time interval Ls IF omin necessary to flll a slot reserved to transfer information from 
isochronous source with minimum natural bit rate; by assuming La«S(Ls+Le), we obtain 

PminLel{ I-PminJ~ Ls ~ DfmaxF omin· In case of Pmin=0.93, F omin =64 kbit/s and Dfmax =2 ms, 
the value Ls=I28 bit has been selected by aiming to a maximization of p. 

The value of the slot capacity Cs can be fixed on the basis of considerations about multi- and 
sub- slotting operation complexity. A measure of this complexity can be given by the maximum 
number KM = F omaxlCs of slots to be engaged in multislotting mode of operation and by the 
maximum number KS = CslF omin of base-frames composing a virtual multiframe in subslotting 
mode of operation. If we suppose F omax =32 Mbit/s, the choice of C s=2.048 Mbit/s corresponds to 
a standard bit rate of the digital hierarchy and seems a good compromise since it provides the values 
KM=16 and Ks=12 which appear practicable operating ~arameters. The resulting frame duration 
Tt = Lsl Cs equals 62.5 Jls. 

The channel capacity Fe has to be determined so that the number S of slots in the base-frame 
guarantees, in the worst case for a single-service operation, an acceptable value of blocking 
probability. By choosing S=264 and using an approximate approach based on Erlang B formula, 
the blocking probability for the isochronous teleservice with maximum bit rate results lower than 
0.05 under a mean offered load equal to 0.7 ErVslot. As Fe ~ S(Ls+LeJ/Tt, the previous choice for 
S leads to a channels capacity Fe greater than 557.6 Mbit/s; so, we assume F e=560 Mbit/s. 
Consequently it results Lt=Fe Tt =35000 bit, La=Lt -S(Ls+LeJ =152 bit and P = 0.965. 

The value of the anticipation number m depends on p and on the ratio a = LIJSLs between 
the network latency Lb (bit) and the" useful bits of a frame. In particular, since such an anticipation 
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has to allow every node to be able to read a control word before its relevant slot is emitted by the 

head node (Le. mLt+SLe :?! Lb), we have m ~ (a+l)p -1. By considering a network covering an 
area of 10 km and interconnecting N = 500 nodes, each of them introducing a latency of 4 bits, it 
follows a=O.69 and m ~ 0.63. Therefore we assume m = 1 as the lowest admissible value. 

Summarizing, a tentative dimensioning of INFONET parameters gave rise to the results 
reported in tab.!. A network characterized by these parameters has been utilized as a case study in 
performance evaluation described in Sec.4. 

I Fe (Mbit/s) I S I Ls (bit) I Cs (Mbit/s) I Lt (bit) Tt (J.lS) N Lb (bit) m 

I 560 I 264 I 128 I 2.048 I 35,000 62.5 500 23,400 1 

Tab. I - Network parameters. 

4. Performance evaluation. 

As far as the V traffic is concerned, performance study has been focused on the analysis of the 
impact of the access protocol and different call handling policies on network throughput; whereas, 
in case of D traffic, packet transit delay statistics will be evaluated . 

4.1. V traffic analysis. 

In order to represent a wide scenario of possible applications, three different V traffic classes 
modeling telephone, videophone and point-to-point video services respectively, have been 
considered. Traffic characteristics are shown in tab.IT. Sub, single and multi slotting modes of 
operation are adopted for telephone, videophone and video services, respectively. Two different 
mixes of traffic have been chosen in order to represent main characteristics of both residential and 
business environments. For all the three classes of traffic, interarrival processes are supposed to be 
Poisson distributed, whereas call holding times are negative exponentially distributed. 

Mix 1 (Residential) Mix 2 (Business) 
SelVice Service Band Holding % % % % 
Class type width TIme Traffic Call Traffic Call 

Cl Telephone 64 kb/s 180 s 5% 95% 30% 99% 
C2 Videophone 2 Mb/s 360 s 15% 4.7% 20% 0.997% 
C3 Video 32 Mb/s 3600 s 80% 0.3% 50% 0.003% 

Tab. 11 - V traffic characteristics in simulative model. 

As far as call handling policies are concerned, two opposite cases have been examined: 
a) non-persistent (NOP): a service request is cleared if the required capacity has not been 

completely engaged afterwards a whole frame control field has been examined; 
b) persistent (PER): no limit is imposed on the number of frames in which a node can look for the 

requested capacity. 
Both analytical and simulative approaches have been adopted; however, due to some 

computational difficulties, analytical study has been limited to cases in which NOP policy is 
exclusively utilized. 

Analytical model is based on that proposed in [3] and adopts a 3-dimensional Markov chain 
which describes the system state n = (nj, n2, nJ), wherein ni identifies the number of class i active 
calls, at equilibrium. The s~ate probabilities are given by the product form: 

3 An! 
P(nl, n2, n3) = C IT ~ (1) 

i = 1 nil 
wherein Ad is the class i mean offered traffic and C is a normalizing constant. 

Fig.3 and 4 plot the blocking probability vs. the V traffic mean offered load Gv (normalized 
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to the number of slots) for mixes 1 and 2, respectively; Nap policy is used for all the three classes 
of traffic. Simulative results (mean values and 95% confidence intervals) are also shown except for 
Cl traffic; that is due to the very long computing time necessary for estimating, with a reasonable 
accuracy, probability values lesser than 10-4. 

A comparison between the two graphs shows that slightly better perfonnance are obtained for 
mix 2, especially as far as Cl and C2 classes are concerned. In fact, since the percentage of 
multi slot C3 traffic is lesser in mix 2 than in mix 1, a more efficient utilization of network capacity 
is possible for the other classes. This effect becomes not appreciable for high Gv values. 

As above mentioned, one of the main goals of the performance study is the evaluation of 
protocol overhead, defined as the bandwidth wasted during reservation and release phases of the 
access procedure. 

It is worth noting that, in case of single slotting mode of operation, whatever call handling 
policy is adopted, reservation phase does not give rise to any loss of bandwidth. In fact, the 
reserved capacity will be used as soon as the first reserved slot will cross the node. On the 
contrary, the m frames long release phase implies that m slots can not be utilized for infonnation 
transfer. In case of sub slotting, mKs subslots are wasted when a slot must be opened. As far as 
multi slot calls are concerned, additional overhead can be introduced by the call handling policy. In 
fact, if more than one frame is necessary for seizuring the required capacity, a bandwidth equal to 
the number of slots reserved and not utilized is lost. However, while such an additional overhead 
can be quite high when PER policy is adopted and high traffic is offered, the overhead due to the 
access protocol is, in most cases, practically negligible. In fact, it strictly depends on the average 
call holding times and the utilization of synchronous multiplexing is suitable for calls with high 
holding times. In confirmation of this analysis, the examined cases show a protocol overhead lower 
than 10-5. whereas the overhead due to the PER handling policy reaches 8%. . 

Figs.5 and 6 show the V traffic throughput THvvs. Gvfor mixes 1 and 2, respectively. 
THv is compared with the ideal network behaviour; in the same pictures, contributions of class 2 
and class 3 to THvare plotted too. 95% confidence intervals are not visible in the adopted scale; 
however their width is always lesser than 4% of the mean value. 

If both C3 and C2 are handled by means of Nap procedure, for both the traffic mixes, about 
the 10% of network capacity is unused (curves 1 and 2). As for the contributions of THvC3 and 
THvC2 of C3 and C2 to THv (curves 3 and 4), it is to be noted that, while THvC2 uniformly 
increases, THvC3 decreases for very high loads. In fact, for Gv>O.9, the number of available 
slots per frame may not be sufficient to satisfy C3 bandwidth requirements, whereas they can be 
fully utilized by C2 traffic. 

If PER policy is adopted for C3 calls (NOPIPER case), THv (curves 5) is nearer the ideal 
behaviour, whereas, unlike the previous case, TVC2 (curves 6) decreases for Gv than 0.8~ 
Although no loss of C3 calls takes place, the bandwidth available for C2 calls reduces, since PER 
policy entails that free slots are reserved even if they are not sufficient for call allocation. 

As for C3 calls, in tab. ill the mean values of access delay are shown, defined as the time 
elapsing from the arrival instant of a service request and the instant the reservation phase 
successfully ends. For high load, access delay becomes very high; however, by taking into account 
video service characteristics, such a delay could be also tolerated. 

Mix 1 Mix 2 

Offered load 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Access delay (s) 1.55 23.89 79.62 205.99 0.32 . 14.22 47.65 129.97 
95% Conf. int (s) 1.49 11.30 21.25 48.99 0.31 6.56 13.55 26.93 

Ta b. III - Mean access delay for C3 traffic. 

42 - D traffic performance. 

Some details will be first given about the analytical model. On the basis of D access protocol 
operation, the packet transit delay 8 between nodes k and h, i.e. the delay experienced by a packet 
from its arrival at the source node k to the end of reception at the destination node h, can be so 
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expressed: 
5 = w + L\ + e + mTt + 'tkh (2) 

wherein: w is the packet waiting time, i.e. the time interval elapsing from a packet arrival at the 
source node to the beginning of reservation phase; A is a random variable representing the time 
interval between a CW and its homologous slot in the same frame and can assume S discrete values 
Ai = ((S-i)Le+iLs)IF c (1 ~ i ~ S); 9 is the virtual transmission time, defined as the time interval 
elapsing from the beginning to the end of a packet transmission (and, in this sense, including also 
those time intervals during which a packet transmission stops due to a sequence of V traffic 
engaged slots); mTt is the duration of m base-frames. Finally, "rh!< is the propagation delay between 
the interfaces on the same channel of nodes k and h. 

Equation (2) shows that 8 is composed of: i) a traffic dependent term 8o=w+ A+9 and ii) a 

term 81=mTt + "rkh depending only on network characteristics. The analysis will -be limited to the 

evaluation of 4J, from which 8 can be straightforwardly calculated. 
In order to develop a careful model of the network, two basic aspects of the D protocol must 

be taken into account: i) sharing of transmission medium, with cyclic access opportunities for each 
node; ii) variability of bandwidth available for D traffic, due to the V traffic engaged slots. The first 
aspect affects w, whereas the second one concerns 9 and A. 

As far as the first aspect is concerned, the network can be modeled as a multiqueue system 
[4,5] with N queues, as many as the nodes are, and a single server that cyclically scans the queues 
according to a given service discipline. Such a discipline depends on how the booking right is 
transferred from a node to the next one and how it is used for packet transmission~ 

A fundamental aspect of multiqueue systems is the specification of walking times server needs 
to move from a queue to the next one. As above mentioned, no CW is skipped when the booking 
right is transferred between nodes k to k+ 1 (1~gv-1), i.e. virtual transmission time of first packet 
of node k+ 1 starts from the slot immediately following the last one used by node k. This statement 
implies that walking time from queue k to k+1 (1~k~-1) is constant and equals O. On the 
contrary, when the booking right is passed from the head node to node 1, the control words of m 
frames are skipped, that corresponds to a constant walking time, equal to mTt• 

As for the V traffic influence on D traffic bandwidth availability, the partial utilization of a 
frame due to V calls causes that the server may not be always available for packet transmission. 
That can be modeled as a service interruption [6]. A sequence of V traffic engaged slots during 
which the server is not available will be called interruption period and a discrete non negative 
random variable b(i) will represent the number of consecutive V traffic engaged slots preceeding the 
i-th free slot, from the beginning of a packet virtual transmission. Therefore the virtual transmission 
time is given by the following expression: 

v 

e = (v + ~ b (i») T s 
1=1 

(3) 

wherein: v is the number of slots to be reserved for a packet transmission (if Lp is the packet 

length, it results v = r Lp! Ls 1 by denoting with r x 1 the least integer not less than x) and Ts=LsIF c 
is the time duration of a slot. It is to be noted that b( 1) should have the meaning of a residual 
interruption period; anyway, as for INFONET, since a packet virtual transmission starts from the 
slot immediately following the last one used for the preceding packet transmission, the first 
interruption period is always complete. 

Analysis will be performed according to the following hypotheses: 
1) input data traffic at each queue is Poisson distributed with mean arrival rate A (symmetrical 

multiqueue system); 
2) buffer capacity at each node is unlimited; 
3) packet transmission is perfonned according to FIFO and exhaustive disciplines in each queue; 
4) statistical independence exists between packet length and packet arrival processes; 
5) packets-is composed of two parts: a header with a constant length Lo and an information field 
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with randomly variable length L; moreover the length L is geometrically distributed with 

parameter r = 1-1IE{L); 
6) random variables b(i) are equally distributed and statistically independent; the corresponding 

moment generating function (mgf) will be denoted by Mllz); 
7) number n of V traffic engaged slots has a deterministic distribution and assumes values not 

greater than S -1 (Le. the S-th slot in each frame is dedicated to D traffic); 
8) termination instants of reservation phase is uniformely distributed over the free slots of a frame. 

About the assumption 5, it is worth noting that the model validity is not limited to the 
geometrical distribution (g.d.) of L, but any other distribution could be assumed. In case of g.d., 

the mgf MJz) of vis given by: 

Mv{z) = zqo+l(l+ z-1 yLs-Lro) 
l-rfs (4) 

wherein qo = L LolLs J an~ Lro = Lo mod Ls where Lx J is the least integer not greater than x. 
As far as the assumption 6 is concerned, we observe that, in case of long packets that extend 

over more than one frame, this hypothesis might be unrealistic; however, it provides a quite good 
approximation on the basis of a comparison with simulative results. By using also the assumption 7 
and by observing that, in a frame, there are S-n interruption periods whose lengths range from 0 to 
n, M b{ z) can be found: 

~ ,Hn(i) 
Mb{Z) = ~ ZI --..;~-

'=0 S - n 1-

(5) 

wherein Hn{i) is the number of interruption periods being i slots long in a frame, provided that n 
slots are engaged by V calls. 

Finally, the assumption 7 is well grounded if the number n of V traffic enga-ged slots and 

their pattern in a frame can be supposed to remain unchanged for a time much greate~ than E[ OJ; that 
is surely verified when the evolution of V traffic process is much slower than the D traffic one. 

The above assumptions allow the evaluation of an upper bound of the average value of 80. 
This upper bound coincides with E[ 80] in the situation in which: i) there is only one n slot long 
interruption period and all the other interruptions have zero length [i.e. H n(O) = S -n-l; 
Hn(n) = 1; Hn(i) = 0 for i *O,n]; this situation will be referred as the case of mono-interruption; 
ii) the single interruption period is placed at the beginning of the frame. Hence, as far as the pattern 
of V traffic engaged slots, the occurence of both the above conditions corresponds to the worst case 
from the D traffic performance point of view. 

On the basis of assumptions 1 to 4 a quite simple fonnula is available [5] for E[w]: 

NAE[e2]+mTt{I-AE[en (6) 
E[w] - -----....----

2(I-NAE[en 

in which the frrst two moments of () can be obtained from eq.(3) on the basis of the assumption 6. 
They are given by: 

E[e] = TsE[v](I+E[b]) E[e2] = Ts2(E[v2] (1 +E [bn2+Ob2E [v]), (7) 

wherein the expression of the first two moments of v and b can be evaluated from eqs.(4) and (5). 
In particular it results E[b l=nI(S-n) and 

n H (.) n H (.) 2 
E[b2] = L i 2 n 1 ~ n L i n 1 = n (8) 

'=0 S - n '=0 S - n S - n 1- . l-

It is to be noted that the rightmost term of -eq.(8) is effectively a maximum for E[b2] and 
corresponds to the case of mono-interruption; it can be shown that this value maximizes also E[w]. 

Finally, on the basis of assumptions 7 and 8, it can be shown that Pr{L1 = L1i) = (l-Vi)I(S-n) 
(I ~ i ~ S), wherein Vi is the probability that the CWj indicates the relevant slot is not free. 
Provided that n slots are reserved by V traffic calls, since L1i is a monotonous increasing sequence, 
the following inequality holds: 
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E[~]=f (1-Vi)~i ~ ± ~i 
S - n S - n i=l i=n+l 

(9) 

where the upper bound of E[Li] is reached if both the above mentioned conditions (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. In fact, in this case, Vi equals 1 or 0 for 1 ~ i ~ n or n+ 1 ~ i ~ S, respectively. 

Analytical results are shown in fig. 7. Three curves, representing E[ 80] vs. A, for different 
values of the V traffic throughput THv, are plotted. We have assumed network parameters shown 
in tab. I, with E[L]=1024 bits and Lo=152 bits. Analytical values are compared with simulative 
ones. Simulation model carefully reproduces D protocol operation; however a fixed pattern of V 
traffic engaged slots has been hypothized, according to the consideration about the assumption 7 of 
the analytical model. This assumption is justified because interarrival times of V calls largely exceed 
durations ' of simulation batches. Plotted results show that the less is THv, the more accurately the 
analytical model represents D protocol operation. 

As for the performance of the priority mechanism, Fig. 8 concerns the case in which two 
priority classes are defined: high priority (HP) and low priority (LP). It shows the delay of HP and 
LP packets, for various values of LP class load, when the HP class load is 10% of the available 
bandwidth. The proposed scheme allows HP packets delay to be maintained approximateGly 
constant and remarkably lower than the non priority case. However, the LP load can not reach its 
theoretical maximum (90% of the available bandwidth). 

5. Conclusions. 

Results of performance evaluation have shown that INFONET guarantees, at least in the 
examined test conditions, the simultaneous handling of isochronous and non-isochronous traffics 
without significant impairments due to their mutual interactions. This characteristic concerns all the 
significant performance parameters for V and D traffics. Although an implicit priority is given to 
traffic handled by means of STM technique, a complete fairness is assured for the access of D 
traffic sources. 

However, some further criteria for bandwidth allocation should be defined in order to avoid 
that, in some possible situations, available capacity is monopolized by V traffic. Possible solutions 
can be provided, under an overall network management policy, by reserving a given amount of 
bandwidth for D traffic handling. INFONET behaviour under these critical conditions is now being 
studied. 
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